Abstract
1. H = K q , α = β = 1, corresponds to ordinary proper q-colourings.
51
2. Let H be a K 2 with a loop on one vertex, let the edge have weight 1, the 52 loop weight t and α = 1. For t = 1 the homomorphisms correspond to 53 independent sets and for general t we have the so called hard-core lattice 54 gas model. 
61
If we have a model where we also want to put colours or "spins" on the 62 edges of G, e.g. when considering matchings, or on both edges and vertices, we 63 can instead consider the line-graph or total-graph of the underlying graph G re-64 spectively. It is also straightforward to generalise these concepts to hypergraphs 65 if one wants to consider interaction between larger sets of vertices.
66
We next define a weighted counter for these homomorphisms
Z(G, H) = φ∈Hom(G,H) w(φ)
If all weights on H are just 1 this will be exactly |Hom(G, H)|. In spin models 67 the weights are often taken to be of the form e K for a parameter K which is described by G and H. In most applications the aim is either to compute 71 Z(G, H) when F is a ring of polynomials, as in [7] , or to determine how fast 72 Z(G n , H) grows when F = R and G n is some sequence of graphs, see e.g. [5, 4] .
73

Polygraphs and Transfer Matrices
74
Transfer matrices are most useful for computation within a class of graphs known as polygraphs. This class was introduced in [1] , where the transfer matrices were used to compute matching polynomials. A polygraph G is defined by a set of disjoint graphs G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G m and a set of binary relations Υ 1 , Υ 2 , . . . , Υ m , where
If all G i = G and Υ i = Υ for all i = 1, . . . , m we write the corresponding 75 polygraph as G(G, Υ, m).
76
Given a polygraph G and a weighted graph H we can compute Z(G, H) using 77 a sequence of transfer matrices. We define a matrix M (i) for going from G i to
78
G i+1 as follows.
79
Let Φ(G i ) denote the set of restrictions of all homomorphisms in Hom(G, H)
be indexed by the states on G i and the columns by the states on G i+1 . We set
and φ| G i+1 = y. If there exists such a φ we set M x,y equal to the contribution 84 to the weight w(φ) of the edges in Υ i and the edges and vertices of G i+1 . We x is set equal to the weight of the partial homomorphism x.
87
The partition function is now given by
89
One can also consider cyclic polygraphs where the last relation Υ connects G m 90 to G 1 . In this case the partition function is given by the trace of the transfer
93
Exact Compression of Transfer Matrices
94
Henceforth we will assume that our polygraphs are on the form G(G, Υ, m).
95
Most of what follows can be adapted to general polygraphs as well. Let us
99
Given a partition X of the states on G we define the compressed transfer matrix for Z(G, H) to be
The main theorem of [10] can be stated as
105
This has the following corollary
106
Corollary 3.2. Let η be the vector of length N whose i:th entry is |X i | w(x i ), where x i ∈ X i . Then
The main consequence of these results, which has been used in [10] , [4] such as cycles, the reduction in size can be substantial.
114
Example 3.4. Let us look at the transfer matrix for Hom(G(P 3 , Id, n), K 3 ),
115
i.e. 3-colourings of the graph P 3 × P n .
116
There are 12 states on P 3 and the only nontrivial member of Aut(P 3 ) is a re-117 flection in the midpoint. If we use 1,2,3 to denote colours we find that there are 9 118 orbits: {{121}, {212}, {313}, {131}, {232}, {323}, {123, 321}, {132, 231}, {213, 312}}
119
Here we get the following 9 × 9 matrix, instead of a 12 × 12 matrix, well as the adjacencies.
129
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a partition of M given by the orbits of Aut(G) ×
130
Aut(H) then X is equitable.
131
When the graph H is highly symmetric, such as in the case of proper col- The number of proper q-colourings of an n × n square grid, or P n × P n , is but for larger q the value of λ s (q) is still unknown. As a full-scale example of our 144 methods we now look at the compression of transfer matrices for q-colourings 145 of the square grid for q = 4, 5, for the cubic grid P n × P n × P n for q = 3, 4, and 146 their use in getting bounds for λ s (q).
147
It is known that the maximum eigenvalues θ 1 (k) and θ 2 (k) of the transfer In Table 1 we have given the size of the transfer matrix for Hom(G(P k , Id, n), K 3 )
155
and Hom(G(C k , Id, n), K 3 To our knowledge these are currently the best rigorous bounds for λ s (4). In [2] the first terms of a series expansion in 1 q−1 for λ s (q) was obtained and using this series it was estimated that λ s (4) = 2.336056641 ± 0.000 000 001, with a heuristic error bound, an estimate which fits in just above our lower 170 bound.
171
In the same way we computed the corresponding eigenvalues for 5-colourings,
172
given in Table 3 For the growth rate λ c (q) of the number q-colourings of the cubic lattice P k × P k × P k there are no exact results known. In [2] series estimates were also given for λ c (3) and λ c (4), however these estimates were based on much shorter series than those for the square grid and were given as In order to compute bounds for the cubic lattice we can make use of the observations that λ c (q) is greater than the maximum eigenvalue for Hom(G(P k × colourings of Hom(G(P k × P t , Id, n), K q ) for all t. Likewise λ c (q) is less than 178 the maximum eigenvalue for Hom(G(P k × P , Id, n), K q ), since the number of 179 colourings is submultiplicative.
180
As before we can get lower bounds for the maximum eigenvalue of Hom(G(P k × 181 C , Id, n), K q ) for a fixed by computing the maximum eigenvalues for consecut-
182
ive k, and for each value of we will get lower bound for λ c (q). Similarly we can 183 get upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue of Hom(G(P k × P , Id, n), K q ) by 184 computing the maximum eigenvalue of Hom(G(C k × P , Id, n), K 3 ) for even k.
185
These eigenvalues are in turn bounded from above by the maximum eigenvalue
186
of Hom(G(C k × C , Id, n), K 3 ), for even k and .
187
For λ c (3) our best bounds comes from the eigenvalues of Hom(G(C 6 × 188 C 6 , Id, n), K q ) and Hom(G(P k ×C 4 , Id, n), K q ), for λ c (4) the bounds were achieved
As we can see the estimate from [2] for λ c (4) is within our bounds but their of the main part we only need to preserve the maximum eigenvalue. We can 204 now make use of one of the standard theorems of spectral graph theory, see e.g.
205
[6].
206
Theorem 5.1 (Interlacing of eigenvalues). Let S be an n × m matrix such that S T S) = I, M a hermitian n × n matrix, and set M = S T M S. Let the eigenvalues of M be λ 1 ≥ λ 2 , . . . , λ n and those of M be θ 1 ≥ θ 2 , . . . , ≥ θ m . Then the eigenvalues of M interlace the eigenvalues of M , that is, 
211
For a partition which is not necessarily equitable we thus find 212 Corollary 5.3. Let X be a partition of the rows and columns of M then the 213 maximum eigenvalue of C(X ) gives a lower bound on λ 1 (M ).
214
Given a partition X we can also define a matrix D defined as in the previous 215 corollary but using the maximum row sum rather than the average.
216
Corollary 5.4. The maximum eigenvalue of D gives an upper bound on λ 1 (M).
217
For many choices of weighted graph H it is the case that Z(G, H) is either 218 sub-or super-additive with respect to addition of edges and/or vertices to G.
219
In this situation the corollaries of the interlacing theorem can be used to give and it is hard to say anything much more precise than that one should strive to 227 get blocks M X i ,X j with as closely concentrated row-sums as possible.
228
Example 5.5. In order to demonstrate the approximate bounds, and the in-229 fluence of the choice of partition X , we have computed these bounds for the 230 transfer matrix for the number of 4-colourings on P 12 × P n and C 14 × P n .
231
We have used two kinds of partition X .
232
1. For the first type of partition we view each colouring as an integer written 233 in base 4, for cycles we choose an arbitrary vertex to be the lowest digit.
234
Next we sort the colourings as if they were integers.
235
Given this sorted list of the colourings we partitioned the list into con- In Figures 1 and 2 Table 5 : Maximum eigenvalues for 3-colourings of G × P 3 n G = P n G = C n 4 607.5008342289296 496.9033949197111 5 2751.292994653581 437.9397858090114 6 12483.36568754961 9768.207310946096 Table 6 : Maximum eigenvalues for 3-colourings of G × P 4 n G = P n G = C n 5 17953.38896417563 1859.891162040439' Table 10 : Maximum eigenvalues for 3-colourings of G × C 5 n G = P n G = C n 6 599243.330687515 Table 11 : Maximum eigenvalues for 3-colourings of G × C 6
